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In this paper we begin by considering the equivariant genus of quite arbitrary 
hermitian forms over a group ring O,[G], where 0, is the ring of integers in a 
number field K and G is an abelian group of odd order. The result we obtain is then 
applied to the case where G is the Galois group of a tamely ramified extension E/K 
and the form is the one obtained by restricting the bilinear trace form I~.(: to the 
ring 0, of integers in E. More precisely let A,, be the unique fractional ideal in 
E whose square is the inverse different of the extension E/K; then we construct a 
locally free ideal M,, in O,[G] such that M, KAL x = 0, and we show that when 
equipped with the multiplication form 1, on K[C]. then (M,,, tG-) lies in the 
equivariant genus of (0,. I~,~). Finally we show that when K= Q, then (O,, t, K) 
(respectively (A6,K, tE,K)) is actually isometric to (M, x, tc) (respectively 
(OKCCI. [cl). (’ 1992 Academic Press, Inc 
We recall that the trace form of a finite separable field extension E/K is 
the symmetric K-bilinear form t,,, on E given by t,,,(x, y) = Tr,,(xJJ). If 
the extension E/K is normal then the Galois group G = Gal(E/K) acts as 
isometries on this form. It is natural to take this additional structure into 
account. It has been shown (see Conner-Perlis [4, V.3.33 for K= Q and 
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Bayer-Lenstra [2] for a general field) that if G has odd order, then the 
trace form t E,K is equiuariantly isometric to the standard form tG( g, h) = agh 
on the group algebra K[G]. Thus, in the case of number fields, the lattice 
(O,, t,,,) is equiuariantly isometric to a full O,[G]-lattice in the group 
algebra K[G]. If, in addition, the extension E/K is tame then by Noether’s 
Theorem the ring of integers 0, is locally free as an O,[G]-module (see 
[S, Theorem 3, p. 261). We are thus naturally led to investigate the 
equivariant isometry classes of locally free O,[G]-lattices in (K[G], to) for 
a given group G of odd order. In this article we restrict our attention to the 
case when G is abelian. 
In Section 2 we show that the equivariant genus of (L, tc), where L is 
a locally free O,[G]-lattice in K[G], is determined by the class of the 
associated torsion module L$/L (Theorem 2.3). As an application we show 
that the equivariant genus of (0,, t,,,), where E/K is a tame abelian 
extension of odd degree, is determined by the inertia subgroups 
(see Corollary 2.6). We also show that in tame cyclic extensions the equi- 
variant genus of (0,, t,,,) is determined by the discriminant of E/K 
(Corollary 2.7). We show by means of a counterexample (Example 2.9) 
that this result is no longer true for non-cyclic extensions. 
In Section 3 we investigate the equivariant isometry class of (0,, t,,,) 
by means of a canonically defined O,[G]-lattice M,, in K[G]. The 
form (M,,, tc) turns out to always be in the genus of (O,, tEIK) 
(Proposition 3.1). Moreover, (M,,, tc) has the following remarkable 
property: the forms (0,, fEIK) and (M,,,, to) are G-isometric if and only 
if the ideal A E,K = a;,;!’ in E p assesses a self-dual normal basis over 0, 
(Theorem 3.3). 
In Section 4 we consider the case K = Q. It is proved there that A,, has 
a self-dual normal basis if and only if E/Q is weakly ramified (Theorem4.1). 
In particular if E/Q is tame, this result implies-in virtue of our results of 
Section 3-that (0,, tEIQ) and (M,,, to) are G-isometric (Corollary 4.4). 
To end this introduction we mention that B. Erez and M. Taylor in their 
recent work [7 J were able to generalize part of the results of the present 
paper to not necessarily abelian extensions. In particular they define a 
module which generalizes the “comparison” module M,, and which 
allows them to obtain somewhat more precise results than those contained 
in [Ill. 
1. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
Here we recall the terminology and the notation that are used in the next 
sections. Let k be a commutative ring and G a finite group. The canonical 
involution on k[G] (i.e., the involution induced by inverting elements 
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in the group) will be denoted by cy H 1. A hcwttitiat~ jbrm over k[G] is 
a pair (M, 11) where M is a finitely generated left k[G]-module and 
h: M x M -+ k[G] is a map k[G]-linear in the first variable that satisfies 
the symmetry condition /z(x, JT) =I?(?*, x). Using the canonical k[G]- 
isomorphism 
we shall identify the set of hermitian forms over k[G] with the set of 
G-invariant symmetric k-bilinear forms. Two symmetric G-invariant forms 
(M, t) and (M’, t’) over k are said to be G-isometric if there is a k[G]- 
isomorphism 4: M + M’ such that t’(cj(x), q3( .v)) = t(x, J>) for all x, y in M. 
Let now K be a number field and let 0, be the ring of integers of K. Let 
(M, t) and (M’, t’) be G-invariant symmetric belinear forms over 0,. 
( 1.1) DEFINITION. We say that (M, t ) and (M’, t’) are in the same class 
if they are G-isometric over 0,. We say that they are in the same equi- 
variant genus (or simply in the same genus) if (M,, t) and (Mi., f) are 
G-isometric over the completions OKL for all places G’ of K (archimedean 
and non-archimedean). 
In order to compare trace forms arising from different Galois extensions 
of a given field, we need to introduce the following definition. 
(1.2) DEFINITION. Let G and G’ be finite groups. Let (M, t) (respec- 
tively (M’, t’)) be a G-invariant (respectively G’-invariant) form over 0,. 
We say that (M, t) and (M’, t’) are in the same genus (respectively same 
class) if there exists an isomorphism 4: G -+ G’ such that (M, t) and 
(4, M’, 4, t’) are in the same genus (respectively same class). Here 
(4, M’, 4, t’) means (M’, t’) endowed with the G-structure induced by q3. 
2. THE EQUIVARIANT GENUS OF THE TRACE FORM 
The following notation is used throughout this section: 
G is a finite abelian group of odd order 
K is a number field 
0, is the ring of integers of K 
p is a prime ideal of 0, 
k(p) is the residue field 0,/p 
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K, is the p-adic completion of K 
OKp is the ring of integers of K, 
In general the subscript p means local completion at p. 
In this section we characterize the genus of (L, tc), where L is a locally 
free O,[G]-lattice in K[G]. We begin by proving two technical results 
that are used in the proof of the main theorem. 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let k be a field and let V be a simple self-dual k[G]- 
module. Let I= Endkcc,( V). Then the adjoint involution (with respect to any 
equivariant symmetric or skew-symmetric form on V) is trivial on 1 if and 
only if V is the trivial l-dimensional k[G]-module. 
Proof. Take g in G. Since G is abelian, the linear map g: V -+ V can be 
regarded as a k[G]-endomorphism of V. If the adjoint involution on V is 
trivial, we have gx = g ~ ’ x for XE V. Since G has odd order, this implies 
that G acts trivially on V. 1 
For any commutative ring k, the group ring k[G] will be regarded as a 
C,-module, where the generator of Cz acts by the canonical involution. 
(2.2) LEMMA. The inclusion O,[G] -+ K,[G] induces an injective 
homomorphism between the Tare cohomology groups 
I?‘(&, O,$G]*) + fi”(C2, K,[G]*). 
Proof Let x E OKp[G]* be a representative of an element in the kernel 
of the homomorphism fi’(C,, O,[G]*) -+ fi”(C,, K,[G]*); that is, 
x = yjj for some y in K,[G] *. Since G is abelian, the group algebra K,[G] 
is isomorphic to a product of fields 
K,xE,x ..a xE,x(F,xF,)x ... x(F,xF,,), 
where the involution, by Lemma 2.1, induces non-trivial maps on the 
factors Ei and switches the components of (Fix F;). Suppose first that p 
does not divide the order of G. In this case, the group ring O,[G] is a 
maximal order (see [S, Proposition 27.1, p. 5821). Therefore 
O,[G] =OK,x O,, x ... xOEmx (0,, x O,,)x ... x (OFnx 0,). 
Observe that by the hypothesis on p the field E, is unramified over 
the field fixed by the involution (Ei is obtained from K, by adjoining dth 
roots of unity, where d is a divisor of \G/). In particular fi’(C,, Of,) = 0 
(see for instance [ 10, Chapter V]). Note that the components O,, x O,, 
do not contribute to fi’(C,, O&G]*). Hence the augmentation 
map i:: 0, [G] 4 O,,? inducts an isomorphism t:: A”((‘,. O,,JG]*) + 
fii”(C2, 01) = UX;OXz. 
fi%> o.,pl*). 
We have ~:(.Y)=K(J~)‘E~~~. thus .I- represents 0 in 
Suppose now that p divides IG1. Let r be the radical of O,p[G]. The ring 
O,,[G]/r is a product of finite fields. and. by Lemma 2.1, the group Cl acts 
non-trivially on all components except for the component corresponding 
to the trivial one-dimensional h-(p)[G]-module. Thus the augmentation 
map E: O,“[G] + OKP induces an isomorphism I:: fi”(C?, (O,JG]/r)*) + 
fi”(C2, k(p)*)=k(p)*/k(p)*‘. Since E(.Y)=c(~*)’ there exists z, E OKv[G]* 
such that SE z,?, (mod r). We shall construct by induction a sequence 
I- 1 ‘,-m I RI z r with the property I = :,,z5,,z (mod r”‘) for all m. By completeness 
of OKy[G] with respect to the r-adic topology, this sequence will converge 
to a limit z satisfying .Y = IF, and this will prove the lemma. Here is the 
induction step: suppose s = z,,,Z,,, (mod r”‘) and let \r’ = .Y - z,~?,,~. Since p is 
not a dyadic prime, we have fii”( C,, r’ii/r”‘+ ’ ) = 0. Thus there exists s 
in Y’ such that rt‘= s!,,, + .Fz,~, (mod r”‘+ ’ ) (observe that zm is a unit). 
We set z,,~+ , = z,,, + s. By the construction of s we have Y = znl + ,5,,,+ 1 
(mod rnr+ ‘). 1 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let L and M he locally free O,[G]-lattices in K[G] on 
which the,fornt t, takes values in 0,. The,follow+ng are equivalent: 
(a) (L, tti) und (M, ta) are in the same equivariant genus. 
(b) L”JL and MS/M are isonlorphie as O,[G]-modules (where us 
usual ’ denotes the dual w’ith respect to tc). 
Proof: The implication (a) * (b) is obvious, so let us prove (b) * (a). 
Let p be a prime ideal. Locally M and N are free OKPIG]-modules of rank 
one. Thus there exists u E K,[G] * such that L, = uM,. An easy calculation 
shows that Lf = 17 --‘ME. Consequently we have 
M;/Mp = L;/L,, = U ’ M;/uM, z M;/uiiM, 
Hence UU is a unit of O,JG]. By the construction of U, uu represents 
an element of the kernel of the natural map fi’(C,, O,[G]*)-+ 
fi”(C2, K,[G] *) which is, by Lemma 2.2, an injective homomorphism. 
Therefore there exists v E OKP [G] * such that VI? = uti. Let u’ = uu - ‘. Clearly 
MJ satisfies u+?= 1 and thus gives the desired isometry. i 
(2.4) COROLLARY. The locallv ./Lee O,[G]-lattices in K[G] which are 
self-dual with respect to t, belong to the principal genus (i.e., the genus of 
(O,CGlt tc)). 
In order to apply Theorem 2.3 to the trace form, we need to know the 
structure of the torsion module n&L/OE for an abelian extension E/K, 
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where the inverse different 3,; of the extension EJK is by definition the 
dual of 0, with respect to the trace form. The structure of a,k/O, is 
given by a result of S. Chase [3, Theorem 1.81. We reformulate this result 
in the particular case of an abelian group: 
(2.5) PROPOSITION (S. Chase). Let E/K be a tame abelian extension with 
Galois group G. Let p be a prime in K. Then there is an isomorphism qf 
O,[G]-modules 
where IS~ = ET 7, with t running over all elements of the inertia subgroup T,. 
Proposition 2.5 together with Theorem 2.3 says that the genus of the 
trace form is determined by the inertia subgroups. Here is a more precise 
statement: 
(2.4) COROLLARY. Let E/K and E’/K be two tame odd degree abelian 
extensions. Then (0,, t,,,) and (O,., tE,,K) are in the same genus (in 
the sense qf Definition 1.2) if and only if there exists an isomorphism 
4: Gal(E/K) + Gal(E’/K) such that dT,(E/K) = T,(E’IK) for all primes p 
of K. 
(2.7) COROLLARY. Let E/K and E’/K be tame cyclic extensions of odd 
degree. If E/K and E’IK have the same degree and discriminant, then their 
trace forms (0,, t,,,) and (O,,, tE9,,K) are in the same genus (in the sense of 
Definition 1.2). 
Proqf Let n be the common degree of E/K and El/K. Let p be a prime 
of K. Let e (respectively e’) be the ramification index of p in E/K (respec- 
tively in El/K). By tameness (see [9, Chapter 3, Section 2, Proposition 81) 
we have 
ord,(bK) = or~pWE,.IK(%A) 
=(n/e)(e- 1). 
By hypothesis b,,,= b,,,,, thus the equality above implies e = e’. Let 
4: Gal(E/K) -+ Gal(E’/K) be any isomorphism. Since Gal( E/K) is cyclic 
and IT,(E/K)l =e=e’= IT,(E’/K)I we must have +T,(E/K) = T,(E’/K). 
We conclude by applying Corollary 2.6. 1 
(2.8) Remark. P. E. Conner and R. Perlis proved in the case K= Q 
and the degree [E: O] a prime number that (0,, tE,.lQ) and (O,,, tEsjQ) 
are in the same class (in the sense of Definition 1.2). See [4]. See also 
[ 1, Remarque 5.61. 
Corollary 2.7 is no longer true if we do not assume that the Galois group 
is cyclic. Here is a counterexample: 
(2.9) EXAMPLE. Lcf I he LIIZ odd prime number. T/WI there r.\-i.\r /IW ttrr?~ 
normul estrnsions E/Q trrld E’,‘Q ~,ith Gal( E: Q ) ~mtl Gal( E’,‘Q ) ho/l~ 
isomorphic to C, x C, and ,c.ith the sume discrimirumt SIIC.~ tllNt (0,; 1 t,. :, I 
arld (O,, , t,..Q) ure not in the same getlus (in the seme nf’ Dqfi:nition 1.2). 
Proof: Let pi (i = 1, 2, 3) be distinct prime numbers such that p, = I 
(mod I) (such primes exist by Dirichlet’s Density Theorem). Let f = p, p: p1 
and r= (Z/fZ)*. Let L be the subfield of the cyclotomic field Q(i) fixed by 
the subgroup r’ of I-powers of elements in r. By the construction of L we 
have Gal(L/Q) = f/T’s C, x C, x Cl. One can easily check that the primes 
p, (i = 1,2, 3) are ramified in L and that Gal(L/Q) is the direct product of 
its three inertia subgroups T,,(( L/Q ) (i = 1 ,3, 3 ). Let H c Gal( L/Q ) be a sub- 
group of order 1 and let E= LH. It is easy to see that bL- 36 = (11, p: p,)“’ ” 
(i.e., all three primes ramify) if and only if the canonical projection 
Gal(L/Q) + Gal(E/Q) induces an isomorphism 7’,,,( L/Q) + r,,( E/Q ) for 
i = 1, 2. 3. The latter condition is equivalent to 
T PI (L/Q)n H= [I) for i= 1, 2, 3. (1) 
To continue the proof we need the following ad hoc lemma 
(2.10) LEMMA. Let H and H’ be subgroups c?f‘ Gal( L/Q ) satisjjkg the 
condition (1 ). Let E= LH and E’= LH’. The following conditions are 
equivalent 
(a) There exists an automorphism @ : Gal( L/Q) -+ Gal( L/Q) such thut 
Q(H)= H’ and @T,,(L/Q)= T,,(L/Q)jbr i= 1,2,3. 
(b) There exists an isomorphism 4 : Gal(E/Q ) + Gal(E’/Q) such that 
q5T,,,(E/Q) = T,,(E’/Q!) for i= 1, 2, 3. 
Proof (a) * (b) follows immediately from the remarks above. We shall 
prove (b)=>(a). Let 4: Gal(E/Q)+Gal(E’/Q) be such that dT,,(E/Q)= 
T,,(E’/Q) for i= 1, 2, 3. Since Hand H’ satisfy condition (l), we can define 
Qi: TJL/Q) -+ T,,(L/UJ) as the unique isomorphism such that the diagram 
T,,( L/Q 1 L T/A L/Q ) 
I I 
Tp,(WQ 10 T,,,( E’IQ 1 
commutes. Since Gal(L/Q) = l-I;= 1 T,,(L/Q) we define @ = n:= 1 @,. 
Clearly @ has the required properties. I 
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End of the Proof of 2.9. For i = 1, 2, 3 choose ci in T,,(L/Q) to be dif- 
ferent from the identity. Let H be the subgroup of Gal(L/Q) generated by 
h = cr, G?(T) and let H’ be the subgroup generated by h’ = (T~cJ~. Clearly H 
and H’ satisfy condition (1) and there is no @: Gal(L/Q) + Gal(L/Q) 
satisfying (a) of (2.10). By Lemma 2.10 there is no intertia-preserving 
isomorphism Gal(E/Q) 4 Gal(E’/Q) (where E = LH and E’ = LH’). 
Thus. by Corollary 2.6, the trace forms (0,, t,JQ) and (O,., t,.,,,,) are not 
in the same genus. Note however that b,, = b.,,, since H and H’ satisfy 
the condition (1). 1 
3. THE CLASS OF THE TRACE FORM 
Let E/K be a tame abelian extension of odd degree and let G = Gal(E/K). 
In this section we study the class of (0,, t,,) as a G-invariant form. We 
will define a full lattice M,, in O,[G] such that (M,,, tc) is in the same 
genus as (0,, ro,) and in many cases even represents the G-isometry class 
of (0,, t.,,). Let p be a prime in K and let ‘@ be a prime of E above p. 
Let 17 in ‘$3 be a uniformizing parameter. For r in T, we define 
Q,(r) = T(~)/ZZ (mod Cp). It is well known that 0, is a homomorphism 
T, -+ (O./‘$)* independent of the choice of 17. The image of BP actually lies 
in the smaller field k(p)= 0,/p. Moreover, in the tame situation this 
homomorphism is injective (see [ 10, Chapter IV, Section 2, Proposi- 
tion 71). The character 8, can be lifted to a character T, + O$ that we 
shall also denote by 0,. We define a family of idempotents {E:)) in the 
group ring OKp[G] by E:‘= (l/e)x,.Tp B’,(TF’)T. Let E~=~~~;“‘~ a:). We 
define now the O,[G]-module ME!, by setting 
(MA-,,), = PO,~CGI + @&&7 
for all primes K. Note that for unramilied p we have (M,,,), = O,JG]. 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. (a) M,, is local09 free. 
(b) (km tG) and (0,, tEIK) are in the same equivariant genus. 
Proof: (a) Let 7~ be a uniformizer in K,. Let c1= 7~ + E,. The identities 
show that GI generates (MEIK)y over O,[G]. 
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(b) From (a) we have (M, K)cl = ro,,CG]. Thus 
= %,,[GlIb~,,;, M,., )L,. (2) 
We now calculate (ME, K M,!,),. Using the definition of M,l,x we have 
(M,,,M;,), = (71, EP)(7-L “&,I 
= (72, lx,, 711;;;, c :p, 
= (n’, 71&&,, 7r(1 + Elc’)), &LO)) 
= (72, 7x,, ‘/I, “;O)) 
= (71, ELO’) (3) 
(here we use the identities E+, + < = 1 + E:!’ and .sDq = E:‘). In the notation 
of Proposition 2.5, we have E?) = (l/e)a,. Thus, by combining (2), (3) and 
Proposition 2.5, we have 
We conclude by applying Theorem 2.3. 1 
By Hilbert’s formula for the order of the different at a given prime in 
terms of the ramification groups (see [ 10, Chapter IV, Section 2, Proposi- 
tion 41) it is clear that the different TIEIK of an odd degree Galois extension 
is the square of an ideal. We set A,,= a,$/‘. It is readily checked that 
A,, is a self-dual lattice with respect to the trace form. Moreover, in the 
tame case, A,, is locally free as a Galois module (see [ 121). The following 
proposition relates A,, to ME!,. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. ME,:IKAE,K= 0,. 
Proof: Let p be a prime in K and q a prime of E above p. Let no ‘p 
be a uniformizing parameter. Let 0 6 id (e - I)/2 and 1 Q j d (e - 1)/2. We 
shall show 
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Indeed the module ‘1, -j/v-j+ ’ has dimension one over 0 JJ.3 and has I7 ’ 
as a basis. For z in T, we have t(n--‘) = 8’(z ‘) 17--’ (mod ‘VP’+‘). Thus 
&i’(zz -‘)-(1/e) c fY+;(r~ ‘) 
( TE T, > 
no’ (mod ‘$..‘+I). 
On the other hand, since d is injective and 1 6 i +j< e - 1, the 
homomorphism @+I: T, + Oz., is not trivial. Thus CrtT, O’+i(rm ‘)=O. 
Consequently, since T, acts (O&3)-linearly on $V-‘/(P~‘+ ‘, we have 
~z)[Cp-j/\Q~j+ ‘1 = 0. Since EC) is an idempotent element, applying j times 
8:) to 5@.’ yields ~r’~J.~-jc OES. In particular E~“$-“~‘)‘~c 0,. Thus 
&,(A E,K)p c (O,),. This shows MEIKAEIKc 0,. To finish the proof, we will 
show that MuKA.,, and 0, have both the same index in AElK. On the one 
hand, since A,, is locally free, we have 
dim,,,,(A,,lM,,A,,), = dim,,,l(O,CG1/M,,~)p. 
On the other hand, using (4) we have 
dim,,,,VMGl/~,,,), = 4 dim,,,,((M~,,lM,,),) 
zz i dim,,,,(~&/O,), 
=dim,,,,(AE,~,/O,),. I 
(3.3) THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent 
(a) (O,, t,,,) is G-isometric to (M,,,, tG.). 
(b) (A,,, tEIK) is G-isometric to (O,[G], tc). 
Proof: (a) => (b). Let 4: 0, + M,, be a G-isometry. We extend 4 to 
an isometry E -+ K[G]. Using Proposition 3.2 we have 
M,,, = d(O,) 
= d(ME/KAE:,c) 
= ME,,WE,,). 
Now, by Proposition 3.1, the module M,,, is locally free, and therefore is 
invertible as an O,[G]-ideal in K[G]. Thus we must have d(AE,/K) = 
Od-Cl. 
(b)*(a). Let II/: O,[G] + A,, be an isometry. Using again 
Proposition 3.2 we have 
$(ME,‘Io = M,,II/(O,CGI) 
= M,,A,, 
=o,. 1 
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4. THE ABS~LCTE CASE 
In this section we prove that condition (b) of Theorem 3.3 IS fulfilled 
for absolute extensions. We actually give a more general result which 
characterizes absolute abelian extensions such that the square root of the 
inverse different has a self-dual normal basis. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let E/Q he un uheliun extension of’ odd degree and let 
G = Gal( E/Q). The .following conditions are equivalent 
(a) There exists a G-isometry between (A,,, t,,) and (Z[G], tCi). 
(b) AEIM isfiee over Z[G]. 
(c) For all primes p the second ramification subgroups G,(p, E/Q) ure 
reduced to the identit),. 
Proof. (a) clearly implies (b) and (b) implies (c) by the work of Ullom 
[ 12, 2.11. So, there remains to prove that (c) implies (a). The next two 
lemmas show that it is sufficient to consider two types of extensions: 
Type I. Odd degree extensions E/Q of odd prime conductor. 
Type II. Extensions of odd prime degree p and conductor p’. 
These two types of extensions had already been dealt with in [6] 
(observe that the argument given there under 2.2 extends to cover all 
Type I extensions ). 
(4.2) LEMMA. The field E is contained in the compositum L of absolute 
abelian fields E’P’/Q such that 
(i) ECp’lQ is ramified only at p and totally ramlyied there. 
(ii) The degree [EIP’ : O] equals the ramffication index sf p in E/Q. 
Proof Let f be the conductor of E/Q. For a prime p we write f = p”m 
with p not dividing m. Then Etp’ . IS nothing but the subfield of Q(p”) 
corresponding to the group X,, of the p-components of Dirichlet characters 
attached to E/Q. For more details see [ 13, Theorem 3.51. 1 
(4.3) LEMMA. (i) Let Kc E c L be a tolcer of odd degree abelian 
extensions and let G = Gal( L/K), and H = Gal(L/E). If (A L.‘K, t,!,) is 
G-isometric to (O,[G], tc) then Tr,,,(A.,,)= A,, and (AnK, t,,,) is 
(G/H)-isometric to (O,[G/H], t,,,). 
(ii) Let K/Q and F/Q be two odd degree Galois extensions whose 
discriminants are relatively prime and let L = KF. Then 
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Proof (i) Choose a self-dual normal generator x of AL,‘K over O,[G], 
and let y = TrLIE(x). Then J is a self-dual normal generator of A,, over 
OJG/H]. Indeed, y is a normal generator and 
TrEjK(lJ2) = TrE,,(TrLA.~) .v) 
= Tr,,,(.xy) 
= Tr,,,(x TrLIE(-x)) 
= c Tr,,,(xo(x)) 
oefi 
= 1. 
(ii) By the assumption on the discriminants, O,Op OF= 0, (see 
[9, Chapter 3, Section 3, Proposition 171). Since ALIQ is the unique 
O.-ideal self-dual with respect to the trace form t,,,, we must have 
A L/Q =A K/Q @I &w I 
Proof of (c)a (a). The condition (c) implies that the fields Efp’ of 
Lemma 4.2 are actually of Type I and Type II. As already mentioned at the 
beginning of the proof, condition (a) holds for these fields, so by part (ii) 
of Lemma 4.3, we see that (a) holds for L. We conclude by taking the trace 
from L down to E and using part (i) of Lemma 4.3. 1 
As an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.3 and 4.1 we have: 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Let E/Q he an ahelian tame extension of odd degree. 
Let G=Gal(E/Q). Then (0,, ty,) is G-isometric to (M,,, tc). 
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